MEMORANDUM CIRCULAR No. 2020-2199

TO : ALL REGIONAL DIRECTORS
     ALL ASSISTANT REGIONAL DIRECTORS
     The CHIEF, OPERATIONS DIVISION
     ALL REGIONAL OPERATIONS CHIEFS
     ALL EMPLOYEE CONCERNED

DATE : 07 JULY, 2020

SUBJECT : DISCONTINUANCE OF ISSUANCE OF MOTOR VEHICLE VALIDATION STICKERS AND PLATE YEAR TAGS

In anticipation to the Private Motor Vehicle Inspection Center (PMVIC) implementation this year and activation of handheld device for Radio Frequency Identification Device (RFID), the Motor Vehicle Validation Stickers and Plate Year Tags for use for CY 2020, still on stock at your respective offices will be issued to clients until consumed.

In lieu of the discontinuance of Motor Vehicle Windshield and Plate Year Tags, inspection stickers shall be issued at PMVIC during inspection. The existing cost of the stickers shall still be collected at the District Offices.

The Management Information Division (MID) will coordinate with Stradcom for the upload deactivation of validation sticker serial numbers to prevent incomplete transactions due to the non-issuance of validation stickers and plate year tags.

For guidance and strict compliance.

EDGAR C. GALVANTE
Assistant Secretary